How We Do What We Do: Our Theory of Change Leading to Increased Justice

So why do we think what we do at Georgia Appleseed will make a difference? Good question. The answer is found in our Theory of Change, a road map that charts our course to increase justice and graphically depicts our process from concept to results.

According to the Center for Theory of Change, a theory of change is a specific and measurable description of social change. It provides a commonly understood vision of the long term goals, how the goals will be reached, and what will be used to measure progress along the way. When done well, it can be read by others (you) and show that our pathway to change is clear. Let us know what you think. Click on any of these sample pages to view the full path.

Unlocking Heir Property is a powerful video demonstrating how a partnership between Georgia Appleseed and the city of Fitzgerald has helped create a path to justice for local heir property owners. It's only 9 minutes. Watch it here.

Help chart our course. Your contribution today keeps our work on pace!

Help sow seeds of justice
PLEASE DONATE

Stay Connected
Like our Theory? "Like" Us on Facebook, too.
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We're very likable.
'Like' us on Facebook.
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